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Maintenance upswing
.

.

Extensive dormitory improvements noted
By PEG CONNELLY
.

NIWI l•H Wlltlr . ..

. .

Each year.Thomas P. Stadtmiller,
Xavier .University business manager,
receives from Rod Schearer, vice
president and dean for student
development; and Dave Tom, direc·
tor of housing,· a liat of work they
think should be done in the dorms
for the coming year.. ,Stadtmiller
must decide which of these desired
improvements can be acc:omplished
fmancially. For the most part, only
the necessary is· done, no cosmetic
extras. His· criteria· are that the
dorms must be clean and ·livable.
Last. year, student. housing was great~
ly critized. This year Stadtmiller
made a special effort to improve the
image of Xavic:r and the
maintenance department.
Before improvements . in
Brockman, Husman and Kuhlman
halls could be initiated, a week of in·
tensive work was spent emptying th"
dorms of wha.t last year's residents

had left behind, and cleaning the
worst of the mess. This was very
costly as far as time was concerned.
The period \Vhen the dorms are emp·
ty is very short; with limited manpower, this took time that could
have been spent making other im·
provements.
A partial list of the work done in
Brockman, Husman and Kuhlman
·
·
halls follows:
21 rooms in Husman Hall alone
needed to h·ave holes in the walls ad·
joining bathrooms re-plastered. The
Cincinnati Construction Specialty
Company was contracted to do· this.
Allo in Husman, 63 doors were
replaced or repaired, this work being
done by Xavier's maintenance crew.
Sl,20(f was·. spent on replacing'
acoustical ceiling tile in the three
major donns; All carpeting in these
. dorms was sh.ampooed. Stadtmiller
iays a few rooms may have been mis·
' sed originally if
rooms were occupiecl(during the- summer, .·but

the

south wall of the main lobby m
Husman was painted as were one
staiaweU and 15 rooms in Husman
and 10 rooms in Kuhlman. Extensive spackling of small holes was
done in all dorms.
The changes in Marion Hall this
>ear are due to the combined efforts
of students, parents and
maintenance staff. Stadtmiller said
the residents of Marion Hall were
very enthusiastic, and agreed to do a
lot of the necessary work if they had
the materials. Stadtmiller bought
carpeting for the library I study
which the students laid themselves.
A lot of the painting was done by
students as well, saving money for
Stadtmiller.and allowing his staff to
spend time on other projects.
Parents helped with refinishing. a
parquet floor. A new stove and
refrigerator were installed in the
kitchenette, parts of the building re·
wired, and plastering done
throughout the building.

maintenance went back and cleaned
those carpets later. ·All venetian
blinds were removed, cleaned and
repaired. This work had to be contracted with an outside company
which unfortunately' returned some
of the blinds late.
All windows were washed inside
and out, and all rooms dusted; In
Husman the corridor carpeting in 2
wings and 10 rooms was replaced.
Vinyl tile was ins.tailed around the
sink in about 30 rooms. All plumbing was checked and necessary
repairs made. Bathroom fixtures
like towel racks and toHet paper
holders were repaired and replaced
when necessary. All ventilating grills
in the bathrooms were cleaned and
checked, 25-SO of them being replaced. Alllocks and doors were check·
ed, and a new alarm system installed
in West Kuhtman 2. The stairwells
in Kuhlman were washed down.
Most knee-length. shower curtains
have been replaced or repaired. The

Breen Lodge was re-wired, parts
of Ratterman House painted and
some smaller projects in the Pied
Piper House accomplished.
Stadtmiller is personally well
satisfied with what his crews did this
year. Though there's always more to
be done, he feels they accomplished
as. much as possible with limited
manpower, money and time.
Maintenance vacation periods were
arranged so not too many people.
were gone at the same time. No one
took more than 2 consecutive weeks
of vacation, though some have
enough seniority to take 3 to 4
weeks.
·
Students helped with the work,
too. One time as many as six were
working in the dorms, though .only
two or three were consistent. One
student exclusively cleaned air vents
all summer.
Future plans include either re·
upholstering or replaeing the desk
chairs in Kuhlinan.

Theatre renovations. possible

,!tU:9.1!9!1J1QQ.,QQQ_Co rt:>e.ttgra n.t ..
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. these lists certain items were chosen ·

, by JOYCE SCHREIBER
NI•••" wrt•r

The Corbett Foundation has
donated $100,000 for the renovation
of Xavier University Center Theater.
This grant will be used to update
.some of the original equipment, iinprove the present structure of the
theater and· add many new irinovations.
.Two. years ago, the Foundation
sponsored the Corbett Communiversity Theater project at
Xavier with a $75,000 grant. This
was used to present ari opera and a
musical comedy incorporating community theater talent within the University structure. Part of the grant
was used to upgrade the record and
tape facilities of the MacDonald
Memorial Library.
In early September of this year,
Thomas• E •. Lane, manager of the
University Center Theater, was told
tO prepare a list of renovations need·
. • edforthetheater.. "Every group who·
ever used this theater was taken into
consideration when the list of needed
Edward Eikner opened the Xavier Plano Series last Sunday. night renovations was submitted," ·Lane
with a stunning performance of works by Mozart, Schumann, Chopin ·said. In addition, the Xavier Players
and Liszt. WGUC, 90,9 FM, taped the recital and will broadcast it on were asked to submit requests for
Music. Cincinnati, Sunday, October 24, at 7.00 p.m. ·The next artist in · equipment which would aid in the
production of live shows. From
the Series is Enrique Arias, November 14 at 8:15 p.m.

and others rejected by the Foundation.
Most of the money will be used t.o
. repair the original facilities since the
theaterwasfirstopenedin 1966. For
example, one acoustics expert, Dr.
Daniel Martin, demonstrated that if
one stands in the middle of the
theaterandclaps,onecanhearthe
.With the acoustical imecho resounding five distinct times.
provements, a new sound system will
Dr. Martin, an acoustical enginner be installed. As .well as bringing in
for Baldwin Piano and Organ Com· the technical advancements made
pany, suggested u_sing two inch thick since· 1966, the new system will
pieces of fiberglass to coat the walls.
allows the simultaneous use of
His suggestions, as well as those of equipment· such as .. microphones,
the architect working with him, must tapes, records and projectors, which
meet with the approval of the Cor- is presently impossible. It is capable
betts and the administrator of the of working in stereo or mono
grant.
., · (whereas the present system is only
The funds of the grant will be ad- mono), with a .built-in monitoring
ministered by someone on the Un- system for·all backstage areas.
iversity staff who will be appointed
Lane expects. most of .the
by Fr. Ro.bert Mullipn.
For improved acoustics, the rake renovations and additions to take .
. of.the-seats (that is, ihe height and place within the next year., He said,
degree of slant in the audie.nce floor "The overall effect of these changes
from the stage to the back row) could will be to add polish and
be much steeper than it is at the pre· professionalism tq every group
sent time; The grant will enable the appearing. in the .theater. I believe
raising of the rake to two and a half the improvements will . highlight
feet high for the thirteen rows of every group and. make them look
seats.
and sound significantly better."

State Depa-rtrn.ent Sin.clog ist
·scheduled to spea·k at Xavier
By TOM FLYNN
AllMllte ldltor

.

J. Stapleton Roy· of the. U.S.
Department of State will deliver a

lecture, "Unitecl States-People'•
Republic of China Relations," in the
Terrace Room of the University
Center at 10 a~m. this Saturday, Oct.
23. The lecture is part of Profeslior
Frank McV~y·s graduate iristitute
China Today" and is open to the
public.
· . .
.
Mr. Roy is possibly the most emi·
nent in a series of nationally-known
speakers to address the "China Today" institute, a graduate seminar
· direced by F.rank McVay and based

on McVay's experiences on a and Research and Bureau of Eurofrinedship tour of the People's pean Affairs; between 1956and 1972
Republic of China during March, he held major posts in embassies and
1976. Held on alternate Saturdays, consulates in Hong Kong, Thailand,
the institute usually features at least Taiwan, and the USSR. In 1972 Roy
returned to Washington to become·:
one prominent lecturer who has also
visited China recently; these lectures . ·.Officer·: in . Charge of Multilateral
'Political Relations and.then Deputy··
are normally open to the public. .
Director of the Office of Soviet Un·
Born ·i~ Nanking, China of ion Affairs in the State. Department. ·
American missiona.ry parents, Mr.
Currently Deputy Director of
.Roy studied .histor)r and· Mongolian People's Republic of China and
affairs at Princeton'and at the Un- Mongloian Affairs, he recently
iversity of Was.bingfon at Seattle, returned from a visit to communist
prior to entering the ·djplomatic ser- Ohina. He. speaks Mand.arin
vice in 1956. · ·.. ,.. · · · .· ·
·
Chinese, Russian, and. Mongolian.
The p1.1blic is inviteo to Roy's talk
He has held posi*ms in the State
Department R».!f~JJ pf lrit~lligence free of. charge.
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The change in the rake will also
aid in the audienee's .visibility of the
stage. In addition, ~he grant will pay
for staggering the seats in ·the
audience. As they were originally
designed, they are exactly one
behind the other,· which limits
visibility.
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''From.··. diy"·Comer"
by JOYCE SCHREIBER
Ne•l18HWrt11r

Anyone interested in working on the campaigns for McCarthy,
· Ford, or Carter may contact their headquarters at any of the following
addresses or phone numbers: McCarthy: McCarthy '76, P.O. Box
6544, Cincinnati, Ohio 45206, 471-9276 or 78.1-3844. Ford: Steve
Ballinger, 432 Vine Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202, ~41-9038. Carter:
Dick Alexander, 613 Main Street, Cincinnati, Ohio, 241-0480. ·
.
.

...

(CPS) - It isn't certain which party he belongs to, but a group of
·people in Denv~r is pushing "Nobody" for president. The group, called
·the "Committee to Elect Nobody," has printed circulars which point
out recent pollsters' predictions that more Americans will stay home
on election day this year than will cast their ballots, and they urge people to join this "New Majority." "Nobody has impeccable credentials:
he's never been associated with any political party or with government
in any way," proclaims one of their circulars. "When someone asks you
who you are voting for this year, tell them 'Nobody'."

•••

"Wanted: Several students interested in forming a Volleyball Club
here at Xavier. Call 745-3492 fro Dr. Webb or stop by Hinkle220."

•••

(CPS) - Patients who visit one British dentist have no need offearing bothersome novocain shots; instead they're treated to a psychedelic
''trip" at his office; complete with visions of flashing lights. The
patients of Dr. Alex McMaster·aren't acidheads: they're using ~nun
usual new pain-killing techni,que that works without drugs. McMaster
administers "psychedelic' amnesia" with a pair of goggles that are
hooked up to an electric current. The current stiinulates the brain to
produce alpha waves, which deeply relax the patients, who then lose
the ability to feel pain. In addition, thousands of tiny, flashing colored
lights ·suddenly appear in the goggles, simulating a psychedelic trip.
The technique works on more than 50% of his patients, the dentist
says.

•••

Alpha Sigma Nu, the Jesuit honor fraternity, will be sponsoring an
exhibition of paintings by Sr. Marjean Clement, October 24 through
November 5. The semi-surrealist paintings will be displayed in the University Center Lobby. Clement's style is often compared to Grant
Wood, painter of American Gothic. One of Wood's paintings,
Daughters of the Revolution is in the Cincinnati Art Museum. She
herself says she is not convinced of any sigiilarity, but finds the comparison of her "polite surrealism" to a tum of the century painter interesting. There will be a panel discussion of the exhibit with B~o.
jerome.Pryor, Sr. Regina Winters, and the artists, Sr. Marjean Cle~
ment,•on Tuesday evening October 26 at 7:00 p.m. in the Regis Room.
The entire campus is invited and encouraged to attend.

• ••

•

(CPS) - K1.,thy Anderson, a Wisconsin student leader, offered to
drive Senator Proxmire. on a. campaign trip following a request for
volunteers from his staff. Ms. Anderson was hastily denied the opportunity and when she wanted to know why, she was told by a senatorial
aide, "Well; you ~now - it would lookfunny." Ms. Anderson commented in the National On Campus Report: "He's just perpetuating
the myth that a man and a woman couldn't be together for purposes of
business or politics.~ Thanks fo Senator Proxmire, "The Wisconsin
fringe benefit" will just never be written.

Rape., and
what~to do
if•••.

nores the charges.
dergoing a variety of feelings that she
· Common Pleas Trial - determust be able to talk out. Those
mines. guilt or mnocence of the
feelings . · include: feari anger,
defendant. This is usually a jury
helplessness, guilt, a'nd
trial.
worthlessness. Chances are,the vic. It would be difficultto try to ex~
tim is suffering from a great deal of
guilt and sh.e does not need to hear plain the legal steps in detail; partly
By KATHY NIEDER
"Why didn't you lock that door?!" or because they are complex and partly
.
Ne• 118ft Wrlllr
\
because rm nofa.lawyer. However,
(In writing this article, I have uied "What were you doing alone in that
there are a few coinmonly asked
part
of.town,
anyway?!
She.has
the feminine pronoun in a collective
. quesiions concerning ~the process
sense. It should be realized that men j~st been through an experience in which I can answer: .
of
making
·
which
she
was
incapable
and boys are also the objeets of rape. ·
.
.. . .
.
.
l\lso, the police .procedures which consent or taking control. She does
"Jf
I
press
charges,
won;t
·the
not need someone to make· her.
may vary in outlying townships with
assailant· return and· harm. me?"
decisions for her in the form of ·
their own police force.)
If the. aslaila!tds well-known .to
"friendly" advice. Instead. she needs ·
The impossible has occurred.
the · victim,· there is a .greater
Your girlfriend, your best friend~ or
Last In a series
chance of this~ occurring than: if
This is the last in a series of three
you have been assaulted and raped.
· the rapist is a itranger. Howe.ver,
What do you say? More importantly articles on rape written in conjuncit is improbable that he will want
tion with Breen Lodge, the campus
- what do you do? ·
to implicate himself by retuminj.
Women'sCenter.
Thejlrstdiscussed
It is important that You:
"Wili
I ~ave· to ·ieatify iii open
the myths ofrape and thesecondone .
-Call the Pc>Uce Immediately•
court?"
·
. . . ··
Rape
Prevention
and
tactics.
·Do not bathe, urinate, or douche.
q
the
process
goes
to
a
final
hear·
·Do not chanae your ciotliin1 to be helped to make her own
ing; testimony will have to be
(take a o:hanae with you to the decisions in order to dispell her
made in open c~urt. However, the.
hospital)
feelings of helplessness and loss of
··date is not.. publicized and there
.
-II It Ii an oral rape, do notsmoke control. .
are few pe«;)ple around.
or drink.
·
A word to the men - the first
·If It oecun· In the ho11;1e, leave reaction most men· have, upon lear"Who pays for the prosecution?"
thin11 exactly as they are.
A rape v~ctim is represented by a
ning that a woman they care for has
Hainilton·. ·County. Prosecutor
-Call the Rape· Crises Center· been raped, is one of .viOlent anger.
491-3335.
· pr~~ided by the state. The case is
This anger is usually expressed in the
The. victim may decide not to presence · of the victim, who must
.listed as the State of Ohio vs. John
· 'Smith ·and .the . victim's name
prosecute later, but if is crucial to then attempt to calm him down in
appears ~. the court rec0rds only
call· the police immediaiely. At this addition to dealing with her own
as a witness.
point, the ..beat cop" who responds feelings about the ·rape. Obviously,·
to the call will only need to ask the. last thing she needs to hear is
·"Will they. ask q~estions .concer"'.
enough queitions to determine that a some goon rantmg about how·he'll
ning my sex life or past history'r'
. crime has been committed and get a "kill the ion ofa-.:__-" If you ever
"Nol" - This is no longer pe,r~
physical description of the aslailant.. fmd yourself in this position, there
.mitted .except ·as· relatingJo "any
He will drive the victim. to the are trained male counselors at ·the
•. past experience with the aiii&ihUit/
hospital for medical treatment and Rape Crisis Center with whom you
.;Wili iny name appear· ~ the
· evidence tests, then he will drive her can talk out this anger. · · ·
., ~ewspapers?"
.
. · .·
home. Depending upon the time of
Another setviee provided by the
. ':The larger Cincinnati newspaper.;
day that the rape occurs, the victim Crisis 'Center is that of accom:. have agreed not to print the name
may be taken to the Alms cl Doepke panying and .supporting· the· victim
. of the victim.
. .
building downtown. Here, a state- through the criminal justice system. ·
ment is taken and she · will be The basic steps to prosecution are as
In. concluding this series of ar.;
· questioned ,by a detective. from the follows:
·
dd~s. I, want ~o reiterate: Rape.is not
Sex Crimes Unit. At this point a
l~vestigation evidence ·is a ·8')'th; ·1i can and.might liappen;.to
thorough iaccount of the assault will
· gathered, the victim's statement is you' or someone you care for. If you
be necessary.
taken, and a warrant is signed.
can defend yourself, do 110. Ifnot .:...;;_
At any time in this procedure, the
P1'eliminary hearing - a j1,1dge do NOT cry or plead; that will feed
Rape Crisis Center will send trained
determines that there is probable upon. his desire for p0wer and. conpeer counselors to offer support, in
cause to believe that a crime has trol. Should it happen - call the
formation, and counselling. The .
been committed and cross ex- police immediately and remember
Center provides these services
amination of the witness (the vie- · that there are people trained to help
regardless of the victim's decision to
tim) takes place.
·
in Cincinnati' and Northern Kenprosecute or not.
Grand Jury - probable: eause is · Jucky. Call the Cindnnati Rape
Support is, undoubtedly, the rape
Crisis Center at ·861-2959 or in
aga~ determined. and the Jury
victim's
greatest need.
She is un-.
either retl!_ms an indicti:ritL=.nt or i - Northern ~entucky, call 491-3335;
I
~

·~-----

U.c~·

Career Center
adds to counselor aid·
By RAY LEBOWSKI
NNa 118H Wrller

.

match·ups, .and in-depth research
costs $4.00. No UC student or public
money is involved in the project; it is
wholly fmanced by an anonymous
gift, and the advisers are volunteers.
. Advisors are expected to fill out
resume information, take respo·nsibility for contacting advisors to
sehedule sessions, arrive on time for
sessions, and complete and return
brief evaluations to the Center.

The University of Cincinnati Office of Alumni Services has initiated
a new program designed to bring interested students into direct contact
with persons in their fields. ·
.
The aim of the UC Alumni
Asiociatiori Career Resource Center
is .to ' add· ·
the .aid ·given: by
professional .· counilefors.. 'As the
Associatic>n': descriptive .literature
says, "To gairi real insipt into the . . Those interested are expected to
day-to::clay demands of a job, as well fill out initial registration forms,
as information about the 'edueation provide resume inforination, take
and experience· n'eeded · to do the responsibility for contacting adwork, one· reliable source is someone visors to schedule sessions, arrive on
already in thatjob: After all, who .time for sessions, and complete and
knows more· abOut a job than the return brief evaluations to the
·
person who fills thafjob daily?" . Center.
It is not designed for job plaq=~ · "All alumni, students and friends
ment;.rather, ii is advice-oriented. It of the. University of Cincinnati are.
is organized on .two· levels: the first . welcome to use the Center's sermatches· and.· refers people. to vices," according to 'the. Association.
pro(essfonals in the . desired oc- The Center is located in the Alumni
cupations; the second is a library of. Center, Feench Hall, next to the Arcurrent books, brochures, apd other mory Fieldhouse on the UC campus.
information on various fields.
For information or regis~ratioil, call
There is na charge for the op~ning 475-4344, or s\op in, Monday
iilterview or the career library, through Friday, 8:00 AM to 5:00 ·
.. although subsequent interviews, PM.

to
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The Xmvier News is the official student·
newspaper of Xavier University. The articles, pie·tu res, and format are lhe responsibility of. the
editors and do not repres.ent the views of the. administraiion; faculty, and student body cit.Xavier

unless specifically s1ated. All editorials reflect the
rot
necessarily
represent
opinion of the stuopinion
of a-majority
of thethe
EdiiorlalBoardanddo
dent body; facully. or administration of Xavier
University.
· .
The News is published weekly during the school
year except during vacation and examination
periods. by. Xavier· University, Cincinnati, .Ohio
45207.SubscriplicinsareSS.OOperyear. TheNews
was entered. as.second class matter October 4,
1946; at the Po;t Oftice of Cincinnati, Ohio under
the Acto of March 3, 1879. ..
Letters submitted to the New1 lor publication
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Reading.Road at.Victory Parkway
OPEN EVERY,
DA y· OF THE WEEK
.
FOR YOUR DINING PLEASURE
.

.

.•

·. .

DELICIOUS. SANDWICHES OR
GOMPL~TE DINNERS
DROP IN AFTER THE MOVIE
OR':. AFTER TH·AT LATE
.WEEK-END DATE.
WE SERVE CINCINNATI'S FINEST PANCAKES AND WAFFLES.
WHY NOT ENJOY A RELAXING SUNDAY MORNING BREAKFAST
WITH US: JUST~ MINUTES FROM ALL XAVIER DORMITORIES.
must carry sig.nllture and address of writer.
Editors reserve the right to condense or re1ect any
letter and limit frequent writers.
Main offices. first floor, University Center
Building. News-editorial telephone: (513) 7453561. Advertising telephone: (513-3431.
Editcir-in·Chlel ............... RobenStegm.:>yer
Managing Editor ................ Shannon Flynn
Advisor ......... c .................... John Getz
Business Manager.................... Jack Jeff re
Associate Editors ............... Tham as f lynr
............................... Lisa Maech ling

Arts Editor .......... , .... : ........ "'nita Buck
Sports Editor .................... Terri Kraemer
:Ju lie Waddell
Copy Editor·.:................
Contributing Editor .......••..••. Sue Ste\/enot
Photo Editor : ............... : .... Rick Beagle
Production Manager .•...•.. Helen LaJeunesse
Art Director ..................... Leslie Winters
Colurnnist. .................... Michael Vitaboy
Circulation Manager ....•.......•.. John.Vetter
Stall: Barb. Barrett, Steve Bechtold, George

Beazy. John Bohlen, Mike Brown,.Peg Connelly,
Steve Cummings, Jack Diamond, Glenn Feltz,
Bob· Fries, Ginny Getczls, Greg Goolsby, Vicky
Greiner, Jenny· Jones; Christine Kamp, Ellen
Kellogg, Deanne Kendrick, Nancy Klosterman,
Mary Knoedler, Joan Kohorst. Conrad Kolis, Ray
Lobowski, Rich Lechleiter, Bob Lynch, Cathy
Lynch, Phil Maechllng, Maria Malandra, Tom
McCluskey, Chris ·Menke, Mark· Molloy, Beth
Muenks, Nejdal Malla, Jim Neilson, Margo Nobis,
Marcia Ptescili, Marth Ric;:e, Jerry Sullivan, Don
'Tassone, Jan Thopson, K'ris Walen, Bob Wilk Ing.
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Contemporary Dance·: the sum
of its parts less than the whole
The Contemporary. Dance
Theater performances at Xavier Oct.
13, ·14 and IS presented interesting
new works arid challenging .
choreography by guest Gladys
Bailin.
After two pieces from the company repetoire, "Six Sections of
Orange" and "Encounter", designed
to ·concentrate awareness of movement, the audience was. sufficiently .
prepared for CDT's most ambitious
piece to date, "Come Out." CDT is a
good company to watch in order to
distinguish basic differences between
<fa~ce and ballet. Artistic Director
Jefferson James is aware that
modern dance's most basic tenet is
movement originating in the torso.
The stylistic differences between
ballet and · dance are based in
different centers of movement, not in
such incidentals as music, bare feet,
open palms and the like.
"Come Otit" guest choreographed
by Gladys Bailin, deah explicitly
with dancii~~e~ory. Commenting on
her work, Ba1hn says, "My predilection is nor·to work in a narrative
way. I'm not a storyteller. 'Come
Out' began as action that was moving slowly and constantly evolving,
not in a theme· and variation .
form .. .It's static ... I wanted io find
out if it. was possible tO sustain
something slow and constant and
still find it interesting;" .
Lighting was effective in augmenting the movement which had been
vo tun tarily harnessed by the
choreographer, especially when
whirling arms gave the effect ofairplane propellers. The eerie green
light and the tapeloop audio contributed to the overall effect of experiment~· of the unknown. M~ve
men t explored . as movement,
without music, without space (the
dancers remained in the same spot)
and without theme, ''Come Out" was

GARDENS

'

1832 DANA AVENUE
40 YEARS OF SERVICE TO TWO
GENERATIONS OF XAVIER STUDENTS

a challensing aesthetic experience.
Improved attention to technical skill
on the company's part salvased what
would have been a slow disaster in
their repetoire two years ago.

LIQUOR • WINE • BEER
MIXED DRINKS
SANDWICHES - CHILI

"There are only two or three
human stories, and they go· on
repeating themselves as fiercely as if
they had never happened before."
This quote · from Willa Cather,
printed in the prosram, elucidated
the first piece to follow intermission:
"At This Time," which returned to a
thematic motif.-- Using expressive
costuming by · Salli Lovelarkin,
choreographer James presented a
lone dancer observing, imitating,
entering and being rejected by corps
dancers. It was gymnastic in parts,
and even lacked. fluidity at times, yet
perhaps neither would be considered
criticism by the choreographer.
The program delight was its finale.
"Newpapers", the second number
choreographed by Bailin, provided
much needed humor in the program.
Using sheaves of newsprint as
·props, the entire company proceeded with a series of antics which left
the newspapers a pile of shreds under
which the dancers buried themselves
at the end. The progression was unaccompanied by music, but there
was surprising audience laughter
and response·. ·
This sort of piece always forces
one back · to definitions - what
made this artistic, with so little
"dance" as such. The subtlety of
progression, while humorous
·throughout, shows newspapers
assuming an eerie control and the
dancers adopting possessive and/ or
destructive attitudes. Dan~e pieces
of this nature must speak, like all art,
,pf something beyond "The ·sum of
"its parts": there lies the distinction
.between random assembly of
..movements and dance.
-Li8a Maechling

SNACKS
·CARRY OUT BEER.
A FEW BLOCKS EAST OF CAMPUS
DAN DELANY, YOUR HOST
Kitchen Open 'till 2 A.M. - Open Sunday Evenings
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Xavier splits double-·
header with N.D.-;
loses to Bea rca ts
by BILL TIGME and
DENNIS RUDY
NI• Slaff Wrttera

Notre Dame smashed Xavier 11-0
last Friday in the first game of a
weekend double header as ace
pitcher Jim Sholl threw his third
·consecutive shutout against X.U.
No'tre Dame gave Sholl plenty of
support as they rallied for 8 runs in
the first five innings before Coach
Wolff emptied the bench.
X; U. pitcher Jim Clear was tagged
for the loss.
There were some highligtits in this
game; George Miller and Jack
Kahny each had· two hits, and
Xavier's bench brigade showed some
talent and promise for the future.
Xavier avenged Friday's loss with
a smashing 10-5 win against the
Fighting Irish.· The Muskies scored
5 runs in the first inning of Saturday's contest with hits by Gary
Bachman, Dave Stevenson, Tim
Baumer, Mike Bresnan and George
Miller.

N .D. came back with 3 runs in the
bottom of the first, butXavier held
on. Andy Dillman was credited with
the win, and Mark Hollstage pitched
.
three good innings in relief.
The U .C. Bearcats were the opponent as the Muskies took· the field
last . Monday for their first
Team•••
homegame of the season.
·
The Xavier Womens Tennis Team prepares for their first road trip this weekend to Washington, D. C. m
X. U. started out on the right track match ups against Georgetown University and Trinity College. Front row, left to right. Denise Glenn, f-lelen
by scoring a run in the second inning, La Jeunesse, Peggy Price, Brianne Looby and Frances Merril. Second row, coach Jim Bro9khoff;.Debb1e
and freshman starter Ed Williams Miiostan, Kathy Keefe, Mary Beth Butler, Kim Kukelski, and Mary Ann Mckay.
. ·
·.
had a shutout until U .C. erupted for
J runs in the fifth inning. Williams
walked five in the five innings he
LINE SCORES
pitched taking the loss, before giving
· way to relievers Andy Dillman and
Friday'~ Game
R
H
E
·Mark Kollstagge.
000 000 000
0
Xavier
8
6
However, errors played a big part
201 412 Olx
11
II
0
Notre Danie ,
considering there ·were six in the
Saturday's Game
game, and four belonged to Xavier.
IO
3
Notre/Dame
5
300 110 000
Offensively X.U. put together a
By ROGER ROSENtHAL.
. 520 030 OOx
Xavier
three run ninth inning to narrow the
NI• lporta Writer
margin to one run, as centerfielder
R
H
E
The Xavier Muskie soccer team
Jim Janszen produced a two run
6
9
000 031 020
u.c.
2
battled the Bellarmine Tigers down
double but was then left stranded on
5
9
010 000 103
4
Xavier
in Louisville on Saturday afternoon
second base.
in a ruggedly played game in which
µeither team came off the field with a
victory.

Women'• Tennis

s·oo·tetS tie

B.ellarmlne
on Saturday

B-ballers
make·: debut
on squ~re

The men of Bob. McKinney tallied ·
first midway through the first half
when ·John Capurro assisted on a
Tom Stevens goal.

· An impressive Musketeer Basketball team made their public debut
last Friday on Fountain Square. The
afternoon lunch crowd watched the
Muskies perform a series of basic
· lay-up and ball-handling skills.
The highlight of the exhibitio9
was the display of the .various types
of "new moves" and slam dunks performed.
All of the Musketeer ballplayers
showed off their version of the dunk,
with the exception of X.U.'s cat
quick guards T. Sain, S. McCoy, G.
Whitfield ;ind K. Walker. .
Much to the crowd's amazement
they watched the Muskies show-off
baseline dunks, under the leg layups, a 360 degree turn lay-up, and
the famed alley-oop - Nick Daniels
style.

l·

Give your.country
·. a. college education.
'

'

'

The United States Army needs highly motivated young men and women to
serve in responsible leadership positions as officers on active duty and in the
Reserves.
Today, the demands on a young officer are tougher than ever. You not only
have. to manage people, but money and materials as well. To make more important planning decisions than most young executives. And then carry those
decisions out;'
These are the reasons why Army ROTC courses are offered on campus at
hundreds of colleges and universities. So that students can acquire the leadership training, the ability to pedQrm under pressure, so important to us.
Army ROTC benefits are as great as the demands. Scholarship opportunities.
A monthly allowance of .$100 ~up to 20 months) during your last two years of
college. PractiCal management experience applicable in civilian life as well as
.
military. And a starting salary of $10,000.
So if you're thinking about what to do with your college education, consider
what your country can do with it. Then look into Army ROTC.

.: ·
ARMY ROTC~
LEARN WHAT IT TAKES· TO.LEAD.
.~

For more information, contact: Captain Schl&aa
Xavier University
.Department of Military S.clence ·
'
Cincinnati, Ohio 45207
· TELEPHONE 745·3646

The score stayed' this way until
with about five minutes remaining,
Bellarmine tied the game.
For the third game in a row the
Xavier booters were involved m
another overtime game.
The Muskies dominated play in
both IO minute extra sessions but
couldn't put the black and white ball
into the net. They had to settle for a
1-1.
Throughout the game five warnings were issued by the referee and
one Bellarmine player got tossed out
of the game because he was tangling .
with the Muskie's John Capurro.
The tie puts the Muskies at 2 wins
2 losses and 3 ties.

Muskie Ruggers lose
to Miami Griffins 15-12
liy ·JIM DONLIN

Minutes later, after several unsuccessful breaks by the backs, Ron
Last Saturday the Rugby · team Haven put another try across after
lost a close one to the Miami Valley- racing 30 yard~.
.
Griffms. The score was 15-12 with
Xavier fielded six players who've
Xavier being shutout th~ entire first had little or no game experience, due
to the injuries to many key players.
half.
Next Saturday X."U. will play
Trailing 15-0, the ruggers did Queen City, a . team along with
make a run at the Griffins, and the Xavier, Cincinnati, City, and the
forward.s forced a scrum five yards University of Cincinnati will comfrom the opposition's goal. Bob pete for the City Championship.
Delaney then picked up the _ball This championship is.deeided on the
from the back of the scrum and dove best record ohme team against the
across for the try. David Brikett add- . other three, in both the fall and spred the two point conversion;Xavier ing seasons. So far Xavier's record is
now trailed 15-6.
·
0-1. '.
Nl•lportaWrtter

What's Happening in sport,s
Baseball.
Oct. 23 (Sat.) .vs Louisville (2) · at Louisville, Ky.
RUGBY
Oct. 23 (Sat.)· vs Queen City
at Woodward High School
'SOCCER
Oct. 23 (Sat.) vs Thomas More
HOME (2:00)
. Oct. 'J.7 (W:d.) vs Cinti.
HOME (4:00) · WOMEN'S TENNIS
Oct.. 23 (Sat.) vs Georgetown U. Away (1:00)
.. Oct. 24 (Sun.) vs Trinity College Away,. (l:OO)
'· ... Oct. 26 (Tues.) - vs Earlham
HOME (3:30) .
".· .. WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
·
.·
. /'Oct. 23 (Sat.):· vs Cinti. BiblCSem. HOME (10:00)'
· .
· . .
. · Wittenberg· '. . . ..
Oct. 28. (Thurs;) vs .Cedarville Ohio U.Away
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Reluctant· Metro flnally
gives X.U. limited Service

Von Habsburg
to speak
on ·world politic~

By MARTIN J, SHIDDENHELM

Dr. Otto von Habsburg will
speak on "World Political
Perspectives" at Xavier Universi. ty on Tuesday, Oct. 26, 8 p.m., in .
the University Center.
Archduke von Habsburg is the
son of the late emperor - King
Charles of Au~tria-Hungary.
,::· · The archduke was . active in .
Austria's fight against Hitler, and ·
has been· involved in European
and Pan American unificationefforts in recent years.
He received his Ph.D. in
political and social sciences at
Louvain Uni".ersity in Belgium, arid has written sixteen books on
poljtical science, world affairs and history. His travels are connected
with surveys of the political and economic situation in different areas
of the world. ·
. This speaker opens the O'Brien Seminar Series, named for Vice
President Fr. Edward O'Brien. The public is invited and there is no admission charge.

Fun and fact courses in.
. Xavier's college of continuing
education (CCE) is offering 12 noncredit, short-term courses from Oct.
12 through Nov. 1, 1976. XU
. students and senior citizens pay only
S l 0 instead of the regular $20 fee for
all classes except photography and
biofeedback. Most classes meet one
day from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
This year's offerings include both
old and new classes ranging from
bridge, sign language, and guitar. to
yoga, astrology and adolescent
literature. Two instructors from the
Xavier community, Dr. Lee Rinsky
and Mr. Paul Rieselman. will teach .

Newt Stall Wrl ..r

·After a two year struggle, Xavier
has succeeded in obtaining limited
Queen City Metro .bus service to the
campus area. The Golf Manor bus,
which originates in Golf Manor, and
ends at Government ·square down~
town, now stops at the intersection
of Dana. Ave. and Ledgewood Ave.
According to Rod Shearer, vice
president and dean for student
development, many requests were
received from students, staff and
prospective students for a bus route
change to include the Xavier
. cmapus. (The University of Cincinnati has toial "Metro service;
however, it is noted that the Clifton
area enc9mpasses many businesses
and medical centers which
necessitate such service). The aid of
city officials was sought, and written

• •

CCE classes, the former in children
and adolescent literature and the
latter in beginning/ refresher bridge.
Courses vary in size from 8 to several
hundred, but the average class comprilles 20 students.
Dr. Robert H. Helmes, dean of
CCE, discussed his ideals for this
year's program:
"We hope to
provide fun and fact courses at a low
cost so that people of all ages may
participate in learning experiences
either just for fun or to acquire new
facts. For instance, bridge is fun, but
it's a learning experience as well."
Henry L. Shegog. a 68-year-old

CCE

citizen and Cincinnati resident for 17
years, enrolled in the guitar course.
"I'm taking the ·class for personal
enrichment," he explained. A dyedin-the-wool music lover, Mr. Shegog
already plays piano, saxophone,
clarinet and violin.
Dr. Helmes, who has been involved in CCE since 1950, related
that these non-credit classes generally attract larger numbers of pupils in
Spring than in Autumn.
"We
welcome students of all ages," he
concluded. "We'd be happy to have
as many students as possible."

appeals were sent to Metro in the great need for more new buses,
hope of obtaining better service; budgeting restraints and the inhowever,. no responsewasforthcom- creased usage in the Western Hills
ing from Metro officials.
area due to the closing of the
Shearer and Kenneth Blackwell,
Western Hills Viaduct for repairs.
director of community relations,
Scott stated that there are ten or
proposed that the Kenwood Road- twelve other areas of the city comMontgomery Road bus and the peting with Xavier for increased serReading Road-Victory Parkway. vice. If Metro is convinced that the.
bus be rerouted through campus.
Xavier area is the area with the
With Metro design and Xavier man- greatest demand, the campus would
power, 700 studentsa.nd faculty were receive primary consideration for an
surveyed, with the results showing a additional coach.
On a more positive note, Scott
strong need for better bus service.
Again Metro. did not respond.
stated that Metro is seriously conFinally, after much prodding, the sidering diverting one of the Reading
Golf Manor bus was rerouted to stop
Road buses through the campus.
at Dana Ave. and Ledgewood Ave. ·
Blackwell commented that he felt
~Tews
the initial rerouting was an act of
1l I
'J II
good faith by Metro, and tha"t Xavier
is on the road toward to ta 1 service .
. T.h is rerouting is, Blackwell hopes,
only the initial step toward ad"If we are persistent, but at the same
ditional service for Xavier. The Golf time reasonable, we should be able
Manor bus does not go far enough
to increase the service to the Xavier
campus."
north, and it operates only during
©The Gap 1976
the morning and evening rush hours .
With the limited operating schedule,
the commuters who begin classes
late in the morning or end classes
early in the afternoon are still unable
to take advantage of the service.
"I don't know what more we can
do, or I can do personally," stated
Shearer.
"It would require a
ridership petition, which would be
the student body." Means such as
petitions, formal presentations and
press coverage initiated by the
students were suggested by Shearer
as possibly having some effect.
Will Scott, director of marketing
for Queen City Metro, defended the
lack of action by Metro. He cited a

W8RLDWIDE

10%
DISCOUNT TO
STUDENTS
FACULTY AND
ADMINISTRATORS

IMPORTED .AUTO PARTS

·.WAREHOUSE

7791 MONTGOMERY RD.
AT KENWOOD RD. ·

Complete lines of imported Accessories

242~1040

10%
DISCOUNT TO
STUDENTS
FACULTY AND
ADMINISTRATORS
KENWOOD STORE

FOREIGN CAif PARTS!

1326 TENNESSEE AVE, · BElWEEN READING
& PADDOCK RDS.-PARALLEL TO NORWD. LATERAL

A nal'.vs:s

BOTH LOCATIONS: ,8:30 AM-6:00 PM SAT 'TIL 4 PM
•ALFA • AUDI • AUSTIN-HEALEY • BMW • CAPRI • COLT • DATSUN
• FIAT • HONDA • MAZDA •'.MERCEDES • MG
•.OPEL• PORSCHE •.RENAULT
•SAAB • SUBARU • TOYOTA • TRIUMPH • VW • VOLVO-& ALL IMPORTS

891-2400

·THE. VERONA FATHERS

-------

A Religious Society
the Foreign Missions

~or

2104 St. Michae.1 St. I Cincinnati, Ohio 45204/(513) 921-1176
~e. all know· how _to make love, but have you ever loved as a
Chr1st1an? Would you h~e to lov~ not one, but all mankind? Are you bold
eno~g~ to devote your life to lovrng God's poorest and most rejected, as
a mrssronary? A Verona Father?
For further information write:

Fr. Ken
2104 St. Michael St.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45204
1-513-921-1176
START YOUR LIFETIME DUET .
'WITH A MATCHED ENGAGEMENT
AND WEDDING RING SET
.So long singleness. It's going to be the two
· of you together. So why shouldn't your rings
be as well matched as you. We'll show you
a dazzling variety of matched engagement and
weddjng ring sets, And help you choose rings
exquisitely made for each other. Like you
were meant. for each other.
,
SPECIAL
'STUDENT
DISCOUNT
V. Carat Diamond ........ ~ 195
CHARGE
ro ALL
'h Carat Diamond ... .' ..... 295
'ACCOUNTS
lC.AVIER
INVITED
1 Carat Diamond ....... ; . 4~5
STUDENTS

•

Ze'
~ff

605 Race Street
Cincinnati, Ohio

· .tel: 621-0704.

The biggest selection
anywhere. In the most
colors and sizes. We've
got it. All in one place.
Ours. Fall into the Gap
today.
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Commuter Council must work for

Qbinion

..

~-~ANNON::M;·,FLYNN .
ROBERT J. STEGMOYER ·
: :LIS,A·MAt:GHLlNG ·
ANITA BUCK.
·r\I·
THOMAS FLYNN,:·

Several letters r~sponding.to Tom Flynn's column (News Oct. 14).
littered the editor's desk this weekend~ The major complaint: Tom
had nojustifica.tion to infer commuter lethargy on matters of Xavier
life. The focus of the column was a rumored proposal by the commuter council ·insisting that dorm students park their cars in the
.. Perilous Pit," giving priority parking to commuters. Tom's column
thrives ori hyperbole and over-simplification. We did some investigation into the topic to get to the bottom of the story, as well as to satisfy ·
our natural curiosity as to what solutions had been proposed on the
parking problem.
.
. We are disappointed to report that Mark Cardosi and Nannette
Bernales, Commuter council president and vice-president, are .Una ware of any parking proposal (hyperbolic or otherwise). They recall
the "pit" situation as last year's election time joke. However, as commuters, we feel it is no longer joke. It is the responsibility of commuter council to address itself seriously to a so.lution of this problem.
All provided parking areas fill up at 8:20 a.m. and, fo·r the most
part, remain filled until n :00 a.m. A. student coming to campus
between those times must park between aisles in the upper lot, thus
·
blocking passage from one lane to the next.
Perhaps the Xavier population has grown beyond the feasibility of
unrestricted parking privileges to anyone bringing a car to campus
and buying the appropriate sticker. Somehow a set of regulations as
to who will be allowed on-r.ampus parking must be inaugurated soon.
We suggest some guidelines for these priorities, similar to parking

a

park~g

solllti()n

privileges of other universities. The commuten should all - obviously - be permitted on-campus parking in the Elet .and North Campus
lots. · Now comes the unpleasant task ·of assigning a university
hierarchy for the remaining available spaces. Dorm resident seniors,
j~niors, sophomores, freshmen - with jobs, should be permitted cars
(m descending order). Dorm students without jobs; particulary
resid.ents of the Greater Cincinnati area, should be permitted the lux,
ury of an automobile only as space allows. ·
Perhaps even restrictions on local dorm students won't sufficiently
alleviate the problem. Other solutions exist. Many universities forbid
on-campus cars to resident underclassmen. Xavier is not .at. that
point, yet. Car-pooling is ·an excellent suggestion, but j(woit't
eliminate the traffic of the individual commuter, with his indivl<luai
job; in his individual section of town. Digging anoth~r parking lot
seems equally unreasonable if a less costly solution can be found.
Also, one may assume that the more parking available the more cars
will appear to· fill it up.
'
.
This yea.r it seem8 more park~ng. permits were sold than parking
space provided. Some set of restrictions, whether those briefly outlined above or not, needs to be established. It is shocking that the commuter council, representing the body of students most adversely
affected by the chaos, has not addressed itself to the situation. As two
commuters, on behalf of other commuters, as well as· dorm students
we say: commuter council, get to it!
SMF,
LMM

Convince Metro of a need for better.service
·Through the efforts of vice-president Road Shearer and Ken eli.minating Xavier's parking problem. .
· ·· . · •:· · ·
Blackwell, director of community refations, the Xavier campus has
Also, dorm students without access to cars should have a' con·been provided with Queen City Metro service (See Analysis on page . venient means of transportation, espeeially to the downt~_wi{area
.. 5).
. . ..
where buses to other parts of the city_ can be found.
· ·· · · ·
However, Queen City Metro claims Xavier is not the o~ly area of
However, this service is very limited since only the Golf Manor bus
stops at Dana and Ledgewood Avenues, and only during rush hours. the city requesting more service, and the areas exhibiting greatest
This essentially eliminates frequent commuter use, while doing vir- · need will receive the increased service.
tually nothing for the dorm student.
Therefore, it is up to the students to convince.Metro ~fthe need for
Actually, a more thorough routing sched4le considering all Xavier · better bus service through petitions and formal presentations. Such
1
., •••
,input could. ~e highly.effective and beneficialtoallpartiesinvolveil. ·
students and all areas of the city is needed:
·;~· · · · Queen City Metro has the potential to better serve Xavier students;
Commuters · should be provided with continuous seri'foe' however, the students must convince Metro of the actual need for
throughout the day. Perhaps this could be one step toward better service.
·
RJS

.Certainly the Pit at night is no perseverance and stamina through
want .the dorm students to pay their
fair share. (The· CCE students pay place for people, especially lone freezing temperatures . was un~
half the nonnal rate, only $8, for oc~ coeds. But I was not aware that out- believable, your spiritdymimite, and
cupying the lot only in the evening.) of~town Muskies have a monopoly your generosity unquestionable.
According to my figures, the dorm on being.mugged, accosted, robbed, Such a positive effort for·' a· good
raped, and otherwise in- cause deserves a pat on the back.
Please allow me the opportunity students should pay 5.Stimes what
convenienced.
The chances are just Even Mr. 'Flynn would have been
to answer Tom Flynn's article con- the commuters pay, that is, S~_tper
as great, if not greater, that com- .proud. to see or to be a part of this
year.
,
cerning the parking situation here at
worthwhile eQdeavo~.
John Bohlen - muters can also be victimized.
Xavier.
.First of all, allow me to compliXavier, you're all right! .
Next, there is the small matter of
ment Mr. Flynn on his knowledge of
"the hard core of commuter activists
., ... ·
Jan Wissell
the parking affairs on campus.
who make· their fellow commuters .
Senior Class
Usually, when I mention the Pit
miserable trying Jo~ alleviate their
among our dorm students, they
private woes." Is this a reference to
think I'm speaking of the basketball
.Commuter Council? One of the
··I would. like to respond to Tom Council's main projects is the Com- . .
court in the fieldhouse, or else that
large hole. that used to be found out- Flynn's article of October 14entitled" muter Newsletter, which keeps
side the entrance of the Student "Perils of the Pit." First ofall, I agree students informed as to \vhat is . COD~ert
Center.
.
·
with Mr. Flynn that a proposal .re~ . happening at Xavier and around the
The concer:t presented by the U.S.
The problem lies in Mr. Flynn's q~iring dormies to park in the Pit is city: Now this may make some
evaluation of the economic aspects . impractiCal. The parking Jot is for students miserable, but it seems to
Bicentennial Band and Chorus Sunof the situation. True, the dorm the use of anyone who has shelled me that the Newsletter performs day afternoon, Oct. 17, 1976 in the
students do pay as much as $1400 . out the money for a sticker; to set up much the same function as the Schmidt Fieldhouse was very much
more per year than the commuters, a lot of.regulations as to who may. Xavier News. Then there's the-silly, a success. ·There was a good crowd
but that money pays fofl·oom and park there would be unfair and ·orily superfluous idea of organizing car- of young and old who obviously eri.~
board. Mr. Flynn does not'seem to add to the confusion; However, Mr. pools ... Approximately · .100 un- joyed themselves thoroughl~.
· '
understand that "room~· is paid .in Flynn. seems to have overlooked
interested commuters became in-. .
·
T.en·
local
high
·
sc_hcfol
..
·.band
"
·
·
·
·
"
·
·
exchange for . that cubicle in 1ew pertment.iacts,
· terested. Instead of being considered ·
There has never been a proposal selfish dayhops, M_ ark Cardosi,. members-sat in with the big band for
Kuhlman Hall he occupies. "Board"
pays for all the food he consumes. As from Commuter Council or Student Nanette Bernales,. and .the rest of .one·number and, that was:ii-plus for
the boys and for Xavier.,<<: . , .
the situation actually stands, the Senate to requiredormies to park in Commuter Council should be praisdorm students pay exactly the same · the Pit! Mr. Flynn'must have picked . ed. for their enthusiasm· and hard . . Mr .. Soriailo;.XU's bamhiitec.for;
comment made by Mike' work-. · ·
·
.wa.s'. tl)e guest. conductor 'of an exfor parking as the lowly commu.ter, up on
.
. . .. .. . .
...
ceJlent"American Salute.">·.·
Vilaboy last year iri the Xavier.News.
$16 per year.
-Altofthis ~as possible be~a·use rif
However, for the same .fee, the To attribute this .Proposal to some . · Fmal~r· . a. Sf,e!lmg lesson,~. Mr..·.
donn student occupies a space in the "hard. core commuter ·activists" is . Flynn. Wtssell is actually spelled· · the cooperation ;, of the , student
.
W-H-I-S-T•L-E and "kr~fted"
government and the efforts· of a
parking lot 154 hours per.week ver- totally r.idiculous.
Even if this proposal were a reali-. begins with a "c":
· of· volunteers w.ho helped
sus 27.5 hours for each day student.
Karen Kraft number:
(I am allowing each dorm student a ty, Mr. Flynn would.still be out of
before,·during andaftertheconcert.
two. hour trip each evenmg. The day line. It is true that dormies spend a
Recognition their individual ef- .
students' figures are Flynns; I \YOU Id lot of money on tuition, room, and
forts are due: Chuck Bentley, presiestimate a lower figure,) .In other boani. But that )s .no· reason why .
dent of_ the .:senior class, · ~athy,
words, the dorm student rece'ives, on commuters, according to Mr. Flynn,,
. Keefer, president of the junior class,
the average, 5.5 times more time in should suff1:r.;. Gasoline is very exChuck Burn~. Cathy Lynch, John·
the parking lot than the commuter, pensive these days, and the cost of
Mahany, Tiffi Roberts;and Greg
plus he is allowed the best spots in eating meals 'in the GriUadds up. ·
Smith: . J· am grateful for all they did:
Congrattilations! A miHion
which te> park. Now, I.don't want to And if Mr .. Flynn were to interview ·
to help. :
·
inhumanely force coeds to face the *e 'parents of com.muters, he !liight thanks to all the die-hard marathon
dangers in the Pit after dark. (We all geta few: to admit that it takes a little soft bail' pJayers, sponsors; and specc:~rey
·
money to feed and suppe>rt a tators.
know that it is not dark .. when the bit
student
fo{a
year.
..
·.·
·
·,
You were~: farifastic. Your
CCE students leave at 9:45;) I merely

Let dormies pay
588 for,.parking

Don't blame

·Council

Th ank.S tO. the

Organizers

etters

a

a

·,Kudos to,the
Softball
enthusiasts

of
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Professor Al-Marrero used to tell his classes
. that \lwhen the' 1 aforementioned previous
generations set out to build roads in Hamilton
County, they tied a string to the southerly end
of a billy goat, kicked it in a roughl3'.11ortherly
direction, and .laid asphalt wherever the string ·
turned up. Mind you, at this time Cincinnati
was made up offorty::four independent com- ·
munities,.each of which owned its own ioat.
· Tb!at story is apocryphal, but the truth is lit·
.tie more plausible. Unlike most cities, which
grow from ·'the center ·.out, Cincinnati grew
.
from both ends toward the middle.

Cincinn•vigation
by .·Tom Flynn
Aleoclete Editor

Yoai can't 1et there from here.:- old !oca/
proverb.
·
·
Here's a big "hello" to all you out-:of·town
' lrelhmen; rio doubt cowering in your dorm
rooms .an.d . just beginning. to realii.e _how
thoroughly you were snowed by the Xavier
reeruiting staff. Believe me, the worst is yet to
"come;.
No, cafeteria foOd isn't the worst. Nor are
your classes, dull thoujh they may be. No, the
worst part· about going to Xavier does not
become apparent until you get behind the
wheel of a car and try to go somewhere further.
away than Twin Fair.
· Putting it bluntly, it's just aboµt impossible
to get from one point tO another in Cincinnati
by using common sense - and using a car
doesn't help much.
·
·How, if you're very familiar with the
spaghettiose expressways of Pittsburgh, or if
you're a dabbler in higher mathematics (particularly catastrophe theory), or if you're
someone who really under1tands M. C. Eschet
· - maybe you'll be ~ble to ease the old bucket .
of bolts into Cincinnati traffic and reach your
destination without further ado.
.If y~ur intellectual portfolio iii not especial·
Jy. stto~g .in those. esoteric disciplines I men·
tioned, however, I suggest you run. (don't
walk, and for God's sake don't drive) to the
nearest gas station to buy the. best road map
they have.
· If. you own a e&f, leave it with your kid
brother back home. Sell it. Donate it to
Hebrew Union College. But don't drive it not until you know that map upside down and
backwards; Then you'll be ready to drive all
.over Cincinnati and only get lost a couple of
times a week (which is about average for the
natives).
What .makes Cincinnati ·so hard to get
around in? Most of the blame lies with
previous generations. As a journalist I appreciate this fact greatly, for since most
members of previous generations are dead I
can heap interminable abuse on them without
co\lrtirig a' ljbel suit. ·

OUR MAN FLYNN'S GUIDE
TO ~REATER CINCINNATI
a compendium of places a
Muskie might want to go ... or,
Flynn not ·only tells X~ U. where
to go! but. also how to getthere.
FROM XAVIER: .
INTERSTATE 71. Up Herald; right on
Montgomery. For Northbound, left on Dana .
and follow the signs; for Southbound continue
south on Montgomery to entrance ramp.
INTERSTATE 75. North on Ledgewood;
right on Victory Parkway; right on Reading
Rd. Left from Reading to Ohio Rt. 5623 to 75 ..
DOWNTOWN: South on 1-71
UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI. Victory
Parkway to Gilbert;.right on Gilbert; right to
Melish. Melish changes to St. Clair. Right at
Clifton Ave. · ·
TWIGHTWEE. 1-71 to Kenwood Road
south; left · onto Euclid. easy left onto
Camargo, which becomes Loveland-Madeira
Road. Cross Hopewell Road; next cross street
is Kemper. You will then be in Twightwee.
Stop your car and say, "Why did I want to
come to Twightwee?''
XAVIER UNIVERSITY: Proceed rou. ghly 25;000 'mites in any direction.
WESTWOOD: Nobody goes to Westwood·
· any morel Ain't you got no class?
DANA AVENUE: If you seriously don't
know how to firid Dana Avenue, read thisarti·
cle again from the beginning. It won't tell you
where· Dana is, but it will keep you off the.
streets a little longer.

A century ago; Cincinnati proper contained
downtown, Over-the-Rhine, and little else. To
the north lay communities like Reading,
Montgomery, . Clifton, Norwood, Mount
Washington, and others, most of which are
now Cincinnati suburbs;· Well, one day they
.built a road from downtown to Reading. They
nam.ed it Reading Rqad - and.~Jten they laid
down a pike to Montgomery, t,hey named it
Montgomery Pike. It is thus cry11!8l-clearwhy
. the road•that goes to "Carthage is named Vine
Street.
These early. roads, heading vaguely north
out of the inner city,-are the core of Cincinnati's present road· system. Of course, further
. elaboration upon this early network was re·
quired - otherwise one who lived on Reading

"Walk and Don't Waiki This
intersection's not on my
map!"
Road and wanted to reach Montgomery Road · built around World War I for various reasons:
would have to go downtown to do it.
Victory, which bisects Xavier, was put in to
So the next major epoch of Cincinnati's ur~ connect what were.then the major city parks.
ban development saw the construction of un- Unfortunately, most of the parks ii once connumerable cross streets, wherever it was nected are gone now: Victory Parkway ~ould
necessary, beneficial, or (mostly) cheap to be useless if several thousand kind souls had
build them - a messy process which ultimate- not seen fit to throw up office buildings along
ly produced five or six east-west arteries ofsuf· its route. As it is now, Victory is a charming
ficient length to assiiil the crosstown trekker. anachronism - and also a dandy shortcut,
On the east side, the majOrcrossstreetsare oncie you get used.to it.
Taft (westbound) and McMillan (eastbound),
This is why out-of-state ·travelers used to
with Seymour, Forest Avenue, and Section loathe Cincy so, giving rise to such popular
Road throuwn in for laughs. On the west side, . truisms as "When Longfellow caine to Cincinyou have Queen City Avenue-: unless you nati and named it the Queen City of the West,
want to count Glenway, which is probably as clearly somebody else was driving." It's a little
much a cross street as it is anything else. "And frustrating to be told "You can't get there from
the less said about the William P. Dooley here" when "there" is Mobile, Alabama, and
Memorial Bypass, the better.
you've just driven in from Forest Park, 11.

You may have noticed I didn't mention a
single east-west street that makes the complete
crosstown run. That's because there aren't
·any. Unless you want to go south to River
Road, which is Second Street downtown and
then Eastern avenue; or nor:th to Galbraith,
the only popular passage from east to west is
the Western Hills Viaduct, most of which is
closed for repairs.
Traffic on the east side is further compiicated by the municipal parkways: Victory;
Columbia, Central, and Torrence. They were

.

~~

But don't give up, freshmen. Don't transfer
to another college _ at least, not because of
the streets. A recent innovation called the Interstate Highway System has made it possible
fqr one to get around in Cincinnati with little
or no reco'urse to the municipal road system.
Granted that Interstates 71, 74, 75, and 275
don't go very close to Mount Washi~gton,
Mariemont, or Bamburg. But as you'll
discover soon enough, ther's almost no concievable reason to want to go any of those
places, anyway.

In
'

thursday'S people·

v

France they say Peta~que;
but lawn-bowling was once
the natio·nal U.S. pasti·me
. BJ GREG GOOLSBY
Nw1IMllWrltlr

In the wake of the Reds play-off
victory, 'it may have occurred to you
that there must have been national
game which preceded baseball.
In fact, the Pre-Revolutionary
national game was. lawn· bowling.

a

We have just such ·a bowling green . or by moving the .jack to a more
near the Xavier campus, aptly nam· desirable position ·with your bowl.
ed the Cincinnati Lawn Bowling
Club, which is located on Victory . When all bowls have been played,
across from Brockman Hall.
a team scores one point for each
The somewhat mysterious club at . bowl it has closer to the jack than the
· which local retirees occasionally nearest such bowl of the opposing
appear has been located . on the team. Careful and exact measureparkway since 1938. Membership is ment is often necessary to determine
private and relatively in~xpensive this.
(approximatelY. $50. ann~ll¥). For
Sounds easy enough, huh? Don't
the most part, membership 1s com- be fooled. The trick is in placing
prised of retired professionals who twelve bowls rolled by three people
. often travel ·across town to this, the of varying aptitude closer to the jack
·only lawn bowling green in Cincy.
than the twelve bowls of the opThe game dates to the time of posing team. To further complicate
Shakespeare (the I 300's for those . the game, the bowls are oblate
not acqu~inted) and is played much shperoids (balls 1/4 of which are
like the more familiar game of flat) which roll in a curve as they·
horseshoes. In two teams composed slow, and tip from the round rolling
of three members each, the first pair surface towards the flat side. The
of· opponents, called leads, bowl game is really one of skill and.pracalternately across the 110 foot green; tice; it takes little real strength, but
then the second pair, called vice lots of ac~uracy.
·
skips, do likewise. Finally, the skips,
Th is cen tu ries-o Id game originated
or team captains, come up and bowl.
The object of the game is to roll in England and is second in age only
the bowl (not ball) so that it will stop to i\rchery. Legend has it that Sir
as close as possible to the jack (a Francis Drake, who was bowling at·
· small white ball which serves the the time the Spanish Armada was
same purpose as· the stake in sighted off the English coast in 1588,
horseshoes).
· refused to tight until hc:.had finished
One may att;tin a more favorable his match. The members of this local
'.position by knocking your op- club are likewise as devoted and ·
. pom:nt's bowl further from the jack bowl five times a week .
P111e 7

Athletic Board ·football
discussion never ensues
tion, Mitchusson resvonded by saying that he had met with Fr. MulOne of the topics supposedly to be ligan last spring conaeming the
issue; however, though still highly
discussed at the Athletic Board
in starting the program, he
interested
meeting,' the reinstatement ofa Diviis now leaving the burden of action
sion Ill football program at Xavier,
to the Administration, thus explainnever materialized for two reasons.
ing the issue being ignored by. the
The chairman of the committee
Athletic Board. Mitchusson's comstudying the situation, Mr. Robert mittee basically analyzed the costs
Mitchusson; did not attend the and budget of the program, whereas
meeting. If anyone was going to in- the aspect. of outside. interest in
itiate the discussion, it was he.
Xavier football was left to a survey.
Later commenting on the situa- by the Administration.
by RICHARD LECHLEITER
NeW9SlllfWrller

The Bacli Page is a tree classified section
available to students. faculty. and staff of Xavier
University. Ads should not exceed twenty words
and must be submitted in writing at the University Center Information Desk c/o The Back Page
no later than the Sunday preceding publication.
Sorry, no ad will be repeated unless resub- ·
milled.
.. ___.I

HASSAN MOTORS, INC.
3813 Montgomery Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45212
531 5500

10% OFF·
on all service an·d parts to
X U students and faculty
.
identl,tcatton cards. ·

l

I

-·

TO CELEBRATE THE OPENING OF XAVIER'S
BEAUTIFUL NJ:.W SWIMMING FACH.. ITY .

SWIM

WORLD

IS OFFERING ALL XAVIER UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
A 10% DISCOUNT
ON ALL SWIMSUITS PURCHASED BEFORE NOVEMBER 15th.
SIMPLY SHOW YOUR 1.0.
'MANAGER, EILEEN HUEBNER,-X.U. '74
WHITEHALL CENTER

.

MONDA~ THAU FRIDAY

· ....-......

WIM ~
~. wo· RID

IOOOHOSBROOK RD.·s·
l<ENWOOD
· .
PHONE 793-8900

~

.

10:00 to 8:00
SATURDAY

10:00 to 5:00

.

Cultural Commillec orpnimtional and brain1tormin1
mc•ting, 2:00 p.m., Thunday, Oct. 21 (TODAY) al·
Breen Lodsc.
·
Athcnacuml!!!!
Shannon -'- If you want to 1eparate busineu and
pleasure, why do you han1 around with lbe AtM>ciate
Editor?

-~~------

--- --

He thallcred the door with one powerful thrutl of his
booted, muscular lea.

John: you cadf I thoupt you said .1 wu the only one.
Beatrice.·
·
The hinaea bent: The lock broke, and the wood
splintcml into loolhpickl..
Lisa is wi1e (but with aracc and potiJh, remember.)

Anita is wiaer
Shannoia ia wiscat
But Bruno owns the guns ·
Flynn supplies the gunpowder
Juli• is the pleasantest of the bunch.
And Ray is the nastiest. and he loves ii .
. Peg h"as the.1i11tc1.
Ducking to avoid the upper part of the portal he
gracefully maneuvered his muscular body into the dim

room.
Needlework cheap. Initials a specialty.

H." Prynne

LMM ,.- Can you type? RS
See the dead boar - careful or you may be next. _
With the grace ofa ballet dancer he spun around, and
as he was gliding throup the splintcml door-Celestial orbs of liaht - pure delight. Find your stellar
dimension. 15 page horoscope $15.00. Call Debbie,

38S-910H.
But I <·an type! And I'm wiser than I lei on. And I don't
lose my car in the parking lot.
Jan Wissel: Al lcait, I cxpec:ted a lcller from you! Dor;
mie Flynn.
·
Palming his lovers head like a basketball, he promptly,
and without delay, made it pan of the wall.
Beatrice: Sorry. I needed a mammal. John
Eugene McCarthy for President '76,

71 Midget. Low miles, runs good. Interior good;body
.1eeds minor repair. Musl 1ell to pay tuition. 11000. 745·
JSHJ, 6-9 p.m.
Auemion e~e.ryonr: Men are coeds too. I am tired of
people usin1 "co-ed" exclusively to denote women.
Actually, everyoneallending a coeducational school ii
a co-ed.
·
RI.: The Asaociatc Editor and Manaaing Editor admit
they mix business and pleasure. Busineu can be a
pleasure, but not a romance. LMM
Beatrice, don't fret - you can move in with me. RS
Muskelte• tryou11 I :00-4:00 p.m.

Armory, Sunday, October 24,

Shannon: Arc you ever aoina lo ICnd tile pneral his
packqc?
Reda fant: I wu wrona. but you were wron1 in 197.4,

1973, 72, 71, 69, 61, 67, 66, 65, 64, 63, 62 ...
Hello 10 the New Richmond Fairy!
John: I hope it'• a boy. Memphi1.
T-squared: I'm imprcS1cd by the culinary tale1, if not
decorator 1kil11. There 1CCm1 10 be no problem.
In hil la11 flce1in1 momcn11 of consciou1neu, he knew
victory wa1 hi1. He let the lhotpn slide from hi1 hanil
and tended to his head.
"I am sure I never read any memorable news in a
newspaper" - Thoreau
~.!_cturc's wonti a thouund words, rislll, Flynnic?

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics ·
Send
your up-to-date, jeo.

for

.....

page, mail order 'catalog. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage and
handing.
·

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE;' INC.

11322 IDAHO AVE .. I 206 .
LOS ANGELES; CALIF. 90025
1213) 4?7-8474

Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.

©The Hudepohl Srewing Co., 1976 Ci.rtcinnati,.-Ohio 45203.
X.vler Newa

